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Abstract 

Background: The importance of systematic reviews in collating and summarising available research output on a 
particular topic cannot be over-emphasized. However, initial screening of retrieved literature is significantly time and 
labour intensive. Attempts at automating parts of the systematic review process have been made with varying degree 
of success partly due to being domain-specific, requiring vendor-specific software or manually labelled training data.

Our primary objective was to develop statistical methodology for performing automated title and abstract screening 
for systematic reviews. Secondary objectives included (1) to retrospectively apply the automated screening method-
ology to previously manually screened systematic reviews and (2) to characterize the performance of the automated 
screening methodology scoring algorithm in a simulation study.

Methods: We implemented a Latent Dirichlet Allocation-based topic model to derive representative topics from the 
retrieved documents’ title and abstract. The second step involves defining a score threshold for classifying the docu-
ments as relevant for full-text review or not. The score is derived based on a set of search keywords (often the data-
base retrieval search terms). Two systematic review studies were retrospectively used to illustrate the methodology.

Results: In one case study (helminth dataset), 69.83% sensitivity compared to manual title and abstract screening 
was achieved. This is against a false positive rate of 22.63% . For the second case study (Wilson disease dataset), a sensi-
tivity of 54.02% and specificity of 67.03% were achieved.

Conclusions: Unsupervised title and abstract screening has the potential to reduce the workload involved in con-
ducting systematic review. While sensitivity of the methodology on the tested data is low, approximately 70% specific-
ity was achieved. Users ought to keep in mind that potentially low sensitivity might occur. One approach to mitigate 
this might be to incorporate additional targeted search keywords such as the indexing databases terms into the 
search term copora. Moreover, automated screening can be used as an additional screener to the manual screeners.

Keywords: Automated systematic review, Abstract screening, Latent Dirichlet Allocation, Topic modelling, 
Unsupervised learning

Introduction
Over the years, the volume of published and unpub-
lished literature has increased due to increased 
research interest and funding. To inform future 
research topics as well as avoid reinventing the wheel, 
there is need to review, collate and summarise avail-
able information on a particular research domain in 
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a consistent manner. Systematic reviews are one of 
the popular and structured ways of evaluating exist-
ing literature. Well-designed and executed systematic 
reviews provide comprehensive assessment and act as 
a reliable summary of existing evidence for a research 
domain [1, 2]. Systematic reviews demand that the 
review process can be reproduced and is transparent 
in the steps taken to appraise existing literature. Sys-
tematic reviews have been used to appraise evidence in 
variety of research domains such as social and behav-
ioural sciences [3], environment [4], education [5], 
health [6] and in business [7].

The Cochrane collaboration’s handbook provides 
methods and guidelines for conducting and reporting 
systematic reviews [1]. According to these guidelines, the 
key stages of a review include planning (protocol devel-
opment and registration), conducting searches from 
databases based on an apriori-tested search strategy, 
managing retrieved articles which involved screening for 
article relevance, quality assessment, synthesising data 
and writing up of findings. While developing the protocol 
and conducting database searches may not be time and 
labour-consuming, screening of articles for relevance is 
both time and labour-intensive.

Often, screening documents for relevance in systematic 
reviews involves at least two reviewers who in the first 
stage, read titles and abstracts of documents retrieved 
from the database searches to assess relevance. The 
second stage involves reading full text of the subset of 
relevant documents from stage one to further assess rel-
evance to the research topic [1, 8] —   a tedious process 
that consume substantial man-hours (estimated at up 
to two abstracts per minute for experienced reviewers). 
More importantly, at the abstract screening stage, there 
is often a big attrition rate with only a much smaller sub-
set proceeding to full text review. For reviews on medi-
cal interventions or environmental topics, it is estimated 
that approximately 97% of the initially retrieved docu-
ments are considered irrelevant for further evaluation 
based on the initial title and abstract screening [9, 10]. 
Furthermore, the amount of time spent screening docu-
ments (based on title and abstract only) for relevance is 
estimated in the range of 10–20% of the total time it takes 
to plan and conduct a systematic review [10].

In particular, for extensively researched domains, the 
sheer volume of literature meeting the search criteria may 
be overwhelming. For instance, a study on completed 
reviews published on the Prospective Systematic Review 
Protocol Registry (PROSPERO) reported that database 
searches yielded between 27 and 92,020 documents [9]. 
Rather than manually screen such a huge collection of lit-
erature, innovative automated methods to speed-up the 
screening process may be beneficial [11–14].

There have been several attempts- both supervised 
and unsupervised- to automate the process of abstract 
screening in literature review — often involving text 
mining or active learning approaches [15–18]. Whereas 
both supervised and unsupervised learning of auto-
mation systems require preferably large training data, 
unsupervised learning methods do not require pre-
labelled data for training. Therefore, they are more eas-
ily generalized to new domains potentially unseen in 
the training set. On the other hand, supervised learn-
ing algorithms learn the classification rules based on 
the training data set hence limiting their applicability 
to research domains they were trained on [19]. So far, 
results from existing automated screening algorithms 
estimate an average success rate between 30 and 70% 
in reducing the number of documents that have to be 
screened manually, albeit accompanied with some loss 
of potentially relevant studies [17, 18, 20].

Our primary objective was to develop statistical meth-
odology for performing automated title and abstract 
screening for systematic reviews. Secondary objectives 
included (1) to retrospectively apply the automated 
screening methodology to previously manually screened 
systematic reviews and (2) to characterize the perfor-
mance of the automated screening methodology scoring 
algorithm in a simulation study.

We propose a two-stage unsupervised approach based 
on topic modelling with Latent Dirichlet Allocation 
(LDA) [21] in combination with a “search keywords” 
corpus to automate screening of documents title and 
abstract. This way, we aim to overcome the main chal-
lenge of purely supervised methods: the need of pre-
labelled training data is replaced by using the standard 
systematic review database search keywords, inclusion 
and exclusion criteria text. In the first stage, we apply 
LDA- an unsupervised topic modelling approach- to 
extract thematic areas (topics) expressed by the docu-
ments’ title and abstract. Once the topics are extracted, 
the second stage involves scoring the database search 
keywords, inclusion and exclusion criteria based on their 
word-topic probabilities. From this, a threshold score for 
the search keywords is defined which can subsequently 
be used to classify current and future documents as rel-
evant or irrelevant for full text review.

While similar in spirit to most of the models proposed 
by Miwa et al. [16] and Mo et al. [22] who applied LDA 
as a summary measure of the documents’ content, our 
approach differs from these authors’ in that, we propose 
a completely unsupervised approach. The active learn-
ing approach by Miwa et al. [16] requires an initial set of 
manually labelled documents from which the algorithm 
actively learns to classify subsequent documents. Simi-
larly, Mo et al. [22] uses the LDA-derived topics as input 
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for a Support Vector Machine classification- a supervised 
learning algorithm.

An approach by Li et  al. [23] is more similar to our 
work in two ways: first, it is a purely unsupervised clas-
sification approach. Secondly, their input to the classifi-
cation algorithm includes both the title and abstract text 
and a user-defined semantics (keyword) although they 
additionally use the index term list derived from index-
ing databases such as MEDLINE and EMBASE. However, 
their work differs from ours mainly on how the relevance 
score and threshold is determined. The keywords and 
index term relevance are determined with a Lucene score 
[24] and their approach to utilizing the LDA-derived 
metrics for relevance scoring is also different. Our view 
is that a simple percentile-based approach to relevance 
scoring approach would be preferred as it is easier to 
implement in classical statistical software such as R and 
Statistical Analysis Software (SAS) since this step only 
involves an arithmetic calculation. On the other hand, 
there is potentially, strength in their use of additional 
input data from indexing databases to enrich the docu-
ment relevance classification- a component that may be 
considered in our subsequent work.

To illustrate the utility of the proposed unsupervised 
title and abstract screening for systematic reviews, data 
from two completed systematic reviews will be used. A 
systematic review assessing the effect of helminths on 
vaccines response (Case study 1: the helminths data) — 
a planned systematic review for which full-text review 
of documents has been completed [25] and from a pub-
lished systematic review on the effectiveness of therapies 
for Wilson disease (Case study 2: Wilson disease data) 
[26] will be analysed. For both case studies, information 
on initial records identified through database search and 
results after manual title and abstract screening is avail-
able. Ultimately, we will compare the results of our meth-
odology with the manual screening results. Further, we 
performed a simulation study to evaluate the impact of 
composition and size of the training data as well as that 
of the scoring threshold on classification.

The article is arranged as follows: first, we describe the 
two case studies in details. Subsequently, the methodol-
ogy for both topic extraction and document scoring is 
described, followed by results of its application to the two 
case studies. The simulation study settings and results are 
then described followed by a concluding section.

Data
Two sets of data are required: (1) Document corpus D: a 
text file in a standard format (such as bibliography files 
from bibliography management software) containing the 
collection of document title and abstract for all articles 
identified based on database search. (2) Search keywords 

data S: a text file detailing the database search terms, 
inclusion and exclusion criteria.

Case study 1: the helminths data
A systematic review on the effect of helminths on vaccine 
responses in human participants was performed. Records 
were retrieved from several databases using search terms 
on helminth and vaccine types. The protocol for the 
review was prospectively registered in PROSPERO [25]. 
The document corpus comprises of 1318 documents 
which upon screening by two reviewers (based on docu-
ment title and abstract), 116 were considered relevant for 
full-text screening — indicating an attrition rate of 91% . 
Only 28 of these documents were used in the final sys-
tematic review — a success rate of 2% from the initially 
retrieved documents. For each document in the corpus, 
both the title and abstract text were combined into one 
string. The search keywords data, S, comprised of unique 
words derived from the search strategy section of the sys-
tematic review protocol [25]. This study is used to illus-
trate the methodology development and application.

Case study 2: Wilson disease data
The second case study involved data from an already 
published systematic review on the effectiveness of thera-
pies for Wilson disease [26]. The data and details of the 
document screening process were accessed from a data 
repository [27]. The document corpus comprised of 3453 
records which upon title and abstract screening by two 
reviewers, only 174 were considered relevant for full-text 
review  — an attrition rate of 95% . Subsequently, after a 
manual full-text review, only 26 of these documents were 
included in the final systematic review—  a success rate of 
less than 1% compared to initially retrieved documents.

From the search strategy provided as an appendix by 
Appenzeller-Herzog et al. [26], we processed the text in 
search strategies 1− 10 by splitting the combined text 
into individual words, removed stop words, duplicates 
and punctuation resulting in 99 unique search keywords 
corpus S.

Data pre‑processing
Prior to estimation, standard textual data prepossessing 
steps are necessary. For instance, removal of frequent or 
non-specific words (stop words: and, or, the etc.), punc-
tuation and numbers. We further cleaned up extra white 
spaces in words and filtered words to have at least two 
characters (can be used to filter out chemical symbols or 
other abbreviations as may be deemed necessary). These 
options were passed to the DocumentTermMatrix() 
function of the topicmodels R package although sim-
ilar results can be achieved using tidytext R package 
(with some effort).
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A critical step in the methodology presented in this 
manuscript is stemming of words to extract the root for 
each word [28]. This is performed for both the document 
corpus D and the search keywords corpus S so that words 
with the same root appearing in both datasets can be 
matched.

Methods
This section describes the topic modelling methodology 
and subsequent scoring algorithm used for document 
labelling as well as the simulation study setting.

Latent Dirichlet Allocation
Consider a corpus D whose elements are the individual 
title and abstract text retrieved from initial database 
search. For this corpus, the set V of unique words defines 
the vocabulary vector of the corpus. For each word in 
the vocabulary, the frequency of its occurrence in each 
document is known (term frequency). Latent Dirichlet 
Allocation (LDA)  — being a generative probabilistic 
model — assumes that a document Wm , m = 1, 2, . . . ,M 
such that {W1,W2, . . .WM} ∈ D comprises of N words 
(possibly a subset N ⊂ V  ) from the vocabulary. That is, 
Wm = (w1,w2, . . . ,wN ) is a bag of words from the vocab-
ulary where there no particular ordering of the words.

The generative process for each document 
W = {W1,W2 . . .WM} proceeds as follows: 

1 Choose N ∼ Poisson(ξ) : number of words compris-
ing a document, where ξ is a hyperparameter.

2 Choose θ ∼ Dir(α) : proportion of each topic in a 
document, where α is a hyperparameter.

3 For each of the N words wn : 

(a) Choose a topic zn ∼ Multinomial(θ).
(b) Choose a word wn from p(wn|zn,β) : a multino-

mial probability conditioned on the topic zn.

The quantities of interest are the word-topic probability 
matrix β  —  denoting the distribution of words across 
topics Z = z1, z2, . . . , zK   —  and the document-topic 
probability matrix (denoted as γ ). Bayesian inference [29] 
with Gibbs sampling is then used to estimate the poste-
rior probabilities of the quantities of interest [21, 30].

Current implementation of LDA in R topicmodels 
package requires a user to specify the number of topics K 
to extract as a fixed parameter. A guesstimate of the plau-
sible number of topics given a document corpus D may 
be obtained using  ldatuning R package [31].

The primary output of the LDA model comprises of two 
matrices: (1) the posterior word-topic probability matrix 
β is a V × K  denoting the posterior probability of each 
word given a topic and (2) the posterior document-topic 

probability matrix γ is an M × K  matrix denoting the 
topic-mixture composition for each document.

Search keywords scoring
The matrix β is used to define a score for each term in 
the search keywords corpus S for each of the derived 
LDA topics. For each topic Zk ∈ Z , where k = 1, 2, . . .K  , 
define a matrix T  as the rows in β matching the words in 
S. Note that in some instances, some words in S may not 
appear in any of the documents hence missing a match in 
β . Such words are excluded from further processing. Sub-
sequently, calculate the joint search keywords probabil-
ity for each topic as the column sum of T  (LDA assumes 
independence of words within a topic) resulting in a 
1× K  vector of search keywords scores. The distribution 
of search keywords scores can be visualized in a histo-
gram. The next step involves determining a score thresh-
old hi% which we specify as a percentile Pi% of the score 
distribution such that 1− Pi% of the scores are larger than 
the threshhold hi% . An optimal choice of Pi% is explored 
in a simulation study. The subset R ⊂ Z of topics with 
search keywords score greater than or equal to hi% is then 
used for determining the document relevance score Uhi% 
(sum of scores greater than or equal to hi% ) and the docu-
ment-keywords score.

Document‑keywords score
For each document, calculate the weighted sum of the 
search keywords probability in the R topics. The weight is 
defined as the frequency with which each search keyword 
occurs in a given document. Subsequently, a document 
is considered relevant for full-text screening if its search 
keywords score is larger than or equal to the document 
relevance score threshold Uhi%

.

Simulation study
We performed a simulation study to evaluate several 
aspects of the unsupervised classification algorithm: 

1 The proportion of relevant documents in the train-
ing corpus. Given the high attrition rate of retrieved 
documents after a manual title and abstract screen-
ing, it is of interest to evaluate the performance of the 
algorithm even when few or no relevant documents 
are in the training corpus.

2 The role of the size of the training corpus — number 
of documents used to define the relevance score.

3 The number of LDA topics extracted. LDA requires 
a user to specify the number of topics to extract and 
although some metrics may be available to guide on 
an optimal number of topics, we evaluate the impact 
of this choice on the final classification.
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Note that the helminth data was used to evaluate these 
three objectives in a simulation by sampling some docu-
ments as training set and using the remaining documents 
as a test set. Based on the results of the simulation study, 
optimal choices were made for the analysis of the Wilson 
disease data to sort of validate these simulation findings 
with a new dataset. In the following section, we describe 
the parameters used in the simulation study.

Proportion of relevant documents
Relevance (for full-text review based on manual title 
and abstract screening) of each document in the hel-
minth dataset was known since these had been manu-
ally evaluated previously. We selected a proportion 
(0%, 25%, 50%, 75%, 100%) of the relevant documents into 
the training corpus.

The size of the training corpus
In routine use, once a big enough collection of docu-
ments has been retrieved, the algorithm is applied to all 
available documents at once. Hence, no splitting of the 
documents corpus into training and test set is needed. 
However, to evaluate the possible impact of performing 
title and abstract screening when only a subset of the 
potentially available literature is available, we sampled 
75% of the available documents (while maintaining the 
proportion of relevant documents as above) as the train-
ing set. Note that the remaining 25% of the documents 
were used as the test set from which performance met-
rics were computed.

The number of LDA topics to model
For the helminth data, standard metrics [32–34] sug-
gested 20 topics as an optimal choice of topics to model. 
We evaluated a range of topics from few to much higher 
number of topics (2, 10, 20, 40, 100).

The combination of the above three aspects was 
simultaneously evaluated in 1000 simulations. In each 
iteration, a percentile Pi% = 0%, 50%, 80%, 85%, 90%, 
95%, 100% of the search keywords score distribution is 
computed (refer to the methodology section).

The simulation performance is evaluated by comput-
ing performance metrics such as the average true positive 
rate (sensitivity), false negative rate, false positive rate 
and the true negative rate (specificity).

Results
In this section, we first present the results based on the 
helminths dataset. In this dataset, relevance (for full-text 
review) label based on manual screening was available. 
Hence, we can evaluate the unsupervised model’s perfor-
mance in retrieving the manually assigned labels. Note 
that in routine use, the relevance label of documents 

is not available upfront. Our methodology seeks to 
automate generation of a relevance label for retrieved 
documents.

The helminths data
Standard LDA output
To determine the number of topics to model with LDA, 
a grid search of topics between 2 and 50 was performed 
using the FindTopicNumber() function [31]. The 
function computes a normalized score for two metrics 
based on minimization of an objective function and one 
based on a maximization algorithm. From the grid of 
topics explored, we note that initially, the metric score 
decreases (or increases for maximization algorithm) 
with increasing number of topics. The change in metric 
score reduces substantially as an optimal range of top-
ics is explored. Figure 1 shows that all the metrics reach 
a plateau in the range of 18 to 30 topics. For subsequent 
analysis, we model 20 topics using Gibbs sampling algo-
rithm executed with a burn-in of 100, 3 chains and 2000 
iterations.

Figure 2 shows the posterior word-topic probability for 
the top 5 words from each topic (based on their poste-
rior word-topic probability, β ). Often, the main themes 
of each topic can be inferred from the top words in a 
topic. For instance, topic 5 seems to detail public health 
research in general, while topics 12,  17 and 20 seems to 
address humoral and T cell-mediated immune response. 
In LDA, words are considered to be exchangeable (“bag-
of-word” assumption) and may appear in multiple top-
ics with varying probability. Moreover, a document may 
comprise of only a subset of topics as shown in Fig.  3. 
Topics 1 and 8 were dominant in documents selected 
as relevant for full-text screening based on manual title 
and abstract screening by two reviewers, while top-
ics 2− 5, 16− 20 had the least contribution in docu-
ments selected as relevant for further screening. This 
is expected since topics 1 and 8 mainly contain words 
related to helminths infection, vaccination and treatment 
(see word-clouds for each topic in Additional file 1).

Search keywords scoring
The search keywords corpus was pre-processed the 
same way as the title and abstract corpus and com-
prised of 54 words. For each LDA topic, the poste-
rior probability matrix of the search keywords T  was 
extracted from the word-topic posterior probabil-
ity matrix β . Figure  4 shows the posterior word-topic 
probability for the search keywords across all topics. 
Search keywords such as helminths, hepatitis, immu-
nization and vaccines had a high posterior topic prob-
ability, while search keywords such as mansonella, 
pneumococcus, whipworm and tickborne did not occur 
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Fig. 1 The helminths data: grid search of number of LDA topics. Both Aruna2010 and CaoJuan2009 metrics are based on minimization while 
Griffiths2004 is a metric based on maximization of the corresponding algorithm. Y-axis: Normalized measure of performance

Fig. 2 The helminths data: Word-topic probability matrix β . Top 5 words (in their root form) for each of the 20 topics. X-axis: posterior word-topic 
probability
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in the retrieved documents. Such search terms that did 
not appear in any of the documents are excluded from 
further analysis since they do not contribute to the clas-
sification score. Figure 5 shows a histogram of the sum 
of posterior probabilities of all search words per topic, 
from which, topics 1,  3,  10 and 20 contain top 20% of 
the search term sum of scores.

To derive the relevance threshold, we specify a percen-
tile and select the topics with a sum of word-topic score 
above that percentile as useful for selecting documents 
relevant for full-text search. For instance, the topics 
above the P80% percentile include 1,  3,  10 and 20. Based 
on these four topics, the sum of scores Uhi% = 1.01630 
(which is the sum-total of topics 1, 3, 10 and 20 score 

Fig. 3 The helminths data: document-topic probability matrix γ for the full corpus. X-axis: posterior document-topic probability. Y-axis: individual 
documents in the corpus. The panels denote documents considered relevant (or not) for full-text screening based on manual evaluation

Fig. 4 The helminths data: search keywords posterior word-topic probability β . Fill colour gradient: posterior word-topic probability. X-axis: 
individual search keywords in the corpus. Y-axis: Topics. NA: search keyword did not occur in documents
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values as depicted in the X-axis of Fig.  5). is used to 
determine documents’ relevance.

Predicting document relevance
To determine the relevance of a document for full-text 
screening, the subset R of relevant topics is explored. 
Given a document, for these topics in R , the weighted 
posterior sum of word-topic probability for the search 
keywords appearing in the document is calculated 
whereby, the weights are the frequency of occurrence of 
each search keyword in a document. Note that there is no 
restriction imposed on the weights to sum to one. Hence, 
if specific search keywords are extensively used in a doc-
ument, the resulting score is higher compared to a docu-
ment where the search keywords are barely mentioned.

For each document, if the weighted sum of word-topic 
probabilities (for the search terms appearing in the docu-
ment) is higher than the preset threshold Uhi% at the 
selected score percentile, the document is considered rel-
evant for full-text screening. Classification performance 
of the unsupervised LDA algorithm on the helminths 
title and abstracts data is summarised in Table 1.

For this data, the classification algorithm had a sen-
sitivity of 69.83% based on unsupervised title and 
abstracts screening. Note that, although the false posi-
tive rate is 22.63% , this is still significantly fewer doc-
uments to perform a full-text review on compared to 
all the true negatives identified by the algorithm that 
would no longer require manual review (specificity of 
77.37% ). As expected, there is a trade-off in that, some 
truly relevant documents may be classified as irrelevant 

(false negative rate of 30.17% ) for full-text screening 
based on automated title and abstract screening. On 
the other hand, it is possible to re-run the algorithm on 
the subset of documents initially flagged as irrelevant 
to potentially identify more relevant documents.

We further compare the proportion of documents 
classified as relevant for full-text screening by the unsu-
pervised title and abstract screening that were truly 
relevant for meta-analysis after manual full-text screen-
ing. Of the 116 documents that were manually flagged 
as relevant for full-text screening, 81 of them were also 
flagged as relevant for full-text screening by the unsu-
pervised algorithm. After manual full-text review, only 
28 out of the 116 documents were used for subsequent 
systematic review steps. 18 out of these 28 documents 
were already flagged as relevant for full-text screening 
by the automated algorithm as shown in Table 2.

Fig. 5 The helminths data: search keywords sum of word-topic probability β . X-axis: posterior word-topic probability. Y-axis: individual search 
keywords in the corpus. Colour: corresponding percentile (of the sum of search term scores) the topics cover

Table 1 The helminths data: classification performance of the 
unsupervised LDA algorithm based on documents title and abstract. 
The relevance threshold is calculated based on the 80th percentile 
of the search keywords score

Automated prediction

Not relevant Relevant Total

Manual assign‑
ment title/
abstract

Not relevant 930 272 1202

Relevant 35 81 116

Total 965 353 1318
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Simulation study
The average true positive rate (sensitivity) based on 1000 
resamples of the helminth dataset is summarised in 
Fig. 6. Note that 75% of the proportion of relevant docu-
ments (and 75% of the documents originally flagged as 
not relevant) were included in the training superset with 
the remaining 25% of each category being used as the test 
superset for which sampling proportions used to com-
pute the metrics shown in Fig. 6 were derived.

Overall, modelling an optimal number of LDA topics 
(20 for the helminth dataset) provides the best sensitiv-
ity. Moreover, in determining the relevance threshold for 
scoring new documents, a percentile above 80% results 
in a higher true positive rate. In particular, the 85th per-
centile has a lower bound of the 95% confidence interval 
above 50% . As expected, sensitivity increases with the 
proportion of relevant documents included in the train-
ing set.

From Fig. 7, the optimal scenario in terms of sensitiv-
ity has an upper bound of the 95% confidence interval for 
the false positive rate below 60% . In this case, the false 
positive rate is quite comparable to that observed when 
no relevant documents are included in the training set.

External validation: Wilson case study
For this study, guided by the topics selection metrics 
shown in Fig.  8 and the conclusions of the simulation 
study above, we modelled 35 topics using LDA. From this 
model, the word-topic probability distribution matrix β 
as well as the document-topic probability distribution 
matrix γ were extracted and used to further score the 
search keywords for relevance.

The distribution of the corresponding scores for 
the chosen search keywords is shown in Fig.  9. From 
these scores, given a desired percentile P85% , top-
ics 2, 5, 13, 30, 31 and 34 are chosen for document 

classification. For this study, the unsupervised classifica-
tion algorithm had a sensitivity of 54.02% and specificity 
of 67.03% as derived from Table 3.

Table  4 evaluates the proportion of documents that 
were considered relevant after manual full-text screening 
versus whether the automated abstract and titles screen-
ing would have selected them for full-text screening. 
We note that with the automated unsupervised learning 
approach, we fail to capture 15 out of the 26 documents 
selected as relevant for systematic review after manual 
full-text screening. This may partially be attributed to 
the choice of search keywords used to define the clas-
sification threshold. As shown in Fig.  10, most of these 
search keywords did not occur (or had very low word-
topic probability) in title and abstracts of the documents 
since they were mostly chemical names. While these 
terms may appear more frequently in the full-text of the 
documents, they are very specific and may occur less in 
abstracts and titles. For this reason, it might be advis-
able to define search terms that describe the problem of 
interest in more general terms that might occur more fre-
quently in document titles and abstracts.

Discussion
In this manuscript, we implemented a two-stage clas-
sification algorithm for automating documents title and 
abstract screening  — a significant and time-consum-
ing initial step while conducting systematic reviews. 
The initial automation step involves deriving thematic 
areas covered by the documents by fitting a Latent Dir-
ichlet Allocation natural language processing model to 
retrieved documents’ title and abstract corpus. The sec-
ond step involves scoring a pre-defined set of keywords 
from which document classification is performed.

As implemented, the methodology is easily generaliz-
able to any research domain as no pre-labelled training 
data is required. However, the choice of the contents 

Table 2 The helminths data: Manual title and abstract as well as full-text classification versus automated title and abstract screening 
classification. Zero imputation: since documents were excluded from manual full-text screening, they could not be found relevant after 
manual full-text screening

Manual full‑text Automated prediction

screening Not relevant Relevant Total

Manual assignment based on title and 
abstract screening

Not relevant Not relevant 930 272 1202

Relevant 0 0 0

Relevant Not relevant 25 63 88

Relevant 10 18 28

Total 965 353 1318
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of the search keywords corpus has an influence on the 
algorithm’s classification performance. Classically, sys-
tematic reviews have a clearly laid out search strategy, 
inclusion and exclusion criteria, which presents an 
obvious choice for the search keywords corpus. Nev-
ertheless, the search keywords text should be descrip-
tive enough such that, most of these keywords naturally 
occur in the title and abstract of documents being 
retrieved. For instance, chemical names and symbols 
or domain-specific abbreviations may occur less-fre-
quently in documents title and abstract thus render-
ing such words less efficient in scoring and classifying 
the respective documents. If domain-specific keywords 
such as those indexed by databases such as the Medical 

Subject Headings (MeSH) are available, they could be 
used to enrich the search keywords corpus.

The choice of LDA topics to extract may impact the 
classification algorithm’s performance. While tools are 
available to guide on plausible number of LDA top-
ics to extract, they are often computer intensive and 
not explicit on the exact number of topics to model. 
However, the time invested in searching for plausi-
ble number of topics to model may be worthwhile 
considering the impact this parameter has on clas-
sification. As a rule of thumb, the number of topics 
corresponding to the elbow of a scree-plot of the nor-
malized scores versus number of topics may be used 
as an optimal choice of topics. When there is no clear 

Fig. 6 Simulation study: average sensitivity results. X-axis: number of LDA topics. TPR, true positive rate. Rows: proportion of relevant documents 
included in the simulation dataset. Columns: percentile used to compute the relevance threshold. Solid circles: average TPR. Error bars: 95% 
confidence interval. Horizontal dashed line: 50% TPR
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change point in the scree plot, this might be an indi-
cator that no clear thematic areas are extracted based 
on the current LDA settings. Too many topics may 
overfit the documents corpora resulting in poor clas-
sification performance. An illustrative hypothetical 
example is provided in Fig. 11. Too many topics are an 
indication of over fitting. However, it is worthy to note 
that an optimal number of topics does not necessarily 
translate to human-coherent topics. If desirable to also 
have a measure of topic quality, additional topic qual-
ity assessment may be performed using metrics such as 
coherence and perplexity scores.

Fitting of LDA models is not trivial. To begin with, 
unlike datasets routinely used in statistical analyses that 

are often in tabular format, input data for LDA is often 
derived from reference management platforms hence 
effort is required to import them into statistical software 
and structure. To this end, some basic skills in natural 
language processing may be necessary especially to aid in 
cleaning up and exploring the resulting dataset. Besides, 
there are various R packages that can be used to fit 
LDA models which may vary to some extent in their 
capabilities and requirements in terms of acceptable data 
structure. We illustrated the use of topicmodels R 
package in fitting LDA models utilizing a term-frequency 
weighing. If a term frequency inverse document weigh-
ing is required, this may not be trivial to implement for 
some users. However, once the data processing hurdle 

Fig. 7 Simulation study: average false positive rate results. X-axis: number of LDA topics. FPR, false positive rate. Rows: proportion of relevant 
documents included in the simulation dataset. Columns: percentile used to compute the relevance threshold. Solid circles: average FPR. Error bars: 
95% confidence interval. Horizontal dashed line: 50% FPR
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is overcome, out of the box, the fitting of LDA models is 
straight forward. From the fitted LDA model, calculation 
of the score threshold involves simple arithmetic compu-
tations and is not complex to average users.

The benefits of modelling an optimal number of LDA 
topics is critical to good performance of the automated 
classification and cannot be over-emphasized. By extract-
ing an optimal number of topics, the resulting search 

Fig. 8 The Wilson data: grid search of number of LDA topics. Both Aruna2010 and CaoJuan2009 metrics are based on minimization while 
Griffiths2004 is a metric based on maximization of the corresponding algorithm. Y-axis: Normalized measure of performance

Fig. 9 The Wilson data: search keywords sum of word-topic probability β . X-axis: posterior word-topic probability. Y-axis: individual search keywords 
in the corpus

Table 3 The Wilson data: Manual full-text classification versus 
automated title and abstract screening classification

Automated prediction

Not relevant Relevant Total

Manual assign‑
ment title/
abstract

Not relevant 2198 1081 3279

Relevant 80 94 174

Total 2278 1175 3453
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keywords score distribution would ideally give the most 
weight to a few topics. From the distribution, as a rule of 
thumb, we postulate that the 80th percentile would opti-
mally provide the best classification. Hence, topics cover-
ing this percentile can be used to compute the relevance 
threshold score for subsequent document classification. 
More work is planned to further explore this in different 
settings in future.

The intent of automating the title and abstract screen-
ing step is to reduce the volume of documents that are 
manually reviewed and subsequently found inappropri-
ate for full-text review. While conducting systematic 
reviews, document attrition rates are high with approxi-
mately 5% of initially retrieved documents being consid-
ered relevant for the final analysis. Thus, an automated 
system with high sensitivity is required as a minimum 
and simultaneous high specificity would be desirable. 
With the unsupervised approach presented here, sen-
sitivity of at least 54% was observed for both case stud-
ies. Potentially, higher sensitivity might be obtained 
by (1) critically assessing the content of the search key-
words corpus, the impact of the vocabulary size in this 

corpus and potentially enriching it with domain-specific 
keywords that have a higher frequency of occurrence in 
documents titles and abstracts and (2) re-evaluating the 
relevance score calculation and possibly redefine the 
classification from a binary (relevant/irrelevant) labelling 
to a probability score of relevance.

Once documents are labelled by the automated sys-
tem, users have the option to review a subset of those 
documents initially flagged as irrelevant for full-text 
review since it may contain relevant documents that 
are incorrectly labelled (false negatives). We propose 
that all the documents flagged as irrelevant for full-text 
review are used as a new corpus for which the algorithm 
is re-run at least once. This way, the relevance threshold 
is recalculated and additional relevant documents may 
be identified. Note that the unsupervised model’s false 
positive rate in the absence of truly relevant documents 
was approximately 30% in the simulation study. There-
fore, a balance between additional re-runs to improve 
on overall sensitivity and specificity and the additional 
workload of manually reviewing irrelevant documents 
must be struck.

Fig. 10 The Wilson data: search keywords sum of word-topic probability β . X-axis: posterior word-topic probability. Y-axis: individual search 
keywords in the corpus. Colour: corresponding percentile (of the sum of search term scores) the topics cover

Table 4 The Wilson data: Manual title and abstract as well as full-text classification versus automated title and abstract screening 
classification

Manual full‑text Automated prediction

screening Not relevant Relevant Total

Manual assignment assignment title 
and abstract screening

Not relevant Not relevant 2276 1003 3279

Relevant 0 0 0

Relevant Not relevant 64 84 148

Relevant 15 11 26

Total 2355 1098 3453
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Conclusions
Overall, fully unsupervised screening of titles and 
abstracts in systematic reviews seems feasible. The com-
bination of LDA and a well-defined relevance score has 
the advantage that no additional pre-labelled data is 
required for classification. Further, the current approach 
is easily generalizable to new domains since the model 
inputs are standard systematic review datasets. For 
that reason, there is no extra data collection and label-
ling effort required from the user to implement the 
methodology.

The proposed approach uses simple and standard natu-
ral language processing tools available in open-source 
statistics software (an example RMarkdown workflow is 
provided in Additional file  2). Therefore, users can easily 
develop an analysis pipeline without requiring additional 
commercial automation tools as is the case with some cur-
rently available automated screening tools. There is still 
potential to improve on sensitivity and specificity of the 
unsupervised screening model. To this end, future efforts 
will focus on the role of search keywords and how they can 
be best refined to improve performance.
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